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marking the border when, through 
carelessness, he fell into a pit where 
no one could help him. residents 
nearby saw the fall and called au-
thorities. Zongolica Protección Civil 
notifed espeleo rescate México, who 
arrived with seven members and 
were soon at the pit. they rigged 
two ropes and did a dual rappel, 
noting unstable walls on the descent. 
A ledge was reached at –20 meters, 
a third member came down, and 
the second pitch, of 10 meters, was 
rigged. the lifeless body was found 
at the bottom of this pitch. the body 
was packaged and rigging set for a 
haul from the surface, in order to 
avoid rock-fall. Source: American Cav-
ing Accidents 2007–2008 (NSS News, 
February 2010, part 2). this accident 
is also mentioned in “Mexico news,” 
AMCS Actitities Newsletter 31.

the Speleology Commission of the 
Club de exploraciones de México, 
Sección Veracruz, has been prospect-
ing and exploring caves since 2005 
on the Río Naolinco lava flow, origi-
nating from el volcancillo around 
eight hundred years ago. when we 
noticed the vulcanospeleological 
potential, we decided to create the 
Jilotepec Project with the aim of 

locating caes of volcanic origin. to 
date we have explored the following 
caves in the Municipio of Jilotepec, 
and we believe many more caves 
are to be found.
Cueva La Virgen 0715940, 2172136, 

1388 m
Cueva Los Cochinos 0715940, 

2172136, 1388 m
Cueva La Envidia 0715940, 2152163, 

1379 m
Sistema del Falso 0716398, 2172490, 

1358 m
Cueva del Tirantes 193817, 965631, 

1384 m
Cueva de la Higuera 193817, 965631, 

1384 m
Cueva Huichila (río subterráneo 

vulcanico) in process of explora-
tion

Hoyo del Becerro 193613, 965822, 
1667 m
Source: english abstract of a re-

port by Guillermo Gassós Vargas 
at www.oztotl.com/ps/reports/
Jilotepec.pdf or espeleojarocho 
.blogspot.com/2007/07/proyecto 
-vulcano-espeleolgico-jilotepec 
.html. A similar article is at www 
.espeleoveracruzano.com/proyectos 
.php?idm=0&idt=20. Both articles 
contain maps, but they are too low-
resolution and too compressed to be 

reproduced.

The Sección Veracruz of the Club 
de exploraciones de México has a 
catalog on its web sites of 240 caves 
in the state. Clicking on a cave name 
brings up a box with information 
such as a very brief description, 
length, depth, “locality,” and muni-
cipio, but no exact locations, for the 
protection of the caves and their 
visitors. Go to www.espeleovera 
cruzano.com/catastro.php.

“Mexico news” in AMCS Activities 
Newsletter 32 reported that a farmer 
guiding people to Cueva Pintada, 
near Paso Panal in Mpo. Paso de 
Ovejas was killed by bees.

A couple of months after the 
attack, cavers located the shelter 
cave, but there were still bees in 
the area and they could not stay. 
later, roberto Calderon and ismael 
Méndez of the Coordinación de 
espeleología del Club de explo-
raciones de México, Sección Veracruz 
quietly gained access and produced 
the video at www.youtube.com/
watch?v=3piSmqJr0SA. the cave 
contains red rock art. Source: post 
to tlamaqui e-mail list by Guilermo 
Gassós, October 28, 2009.

CUEVA DEL NACIMIENTO SAN ANTONIO
PEP 38

Suunto & tape survey 20 November 1979 and 
24 April 1980 by

Paul Fambro, David Honea, Joe Lieberz, 
Peter Sprouse, and Terri Treacy

Length: 230 m,  Vertical extent: 5 m
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Drafted by Bev Shade, April 2005


